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Italian Military Geographic Institute (IMGI) traces back its origin to
the Technical Office of the Italian Army General Staff, which, in 1861,
the year of Italy’s new State birth, incorporated the competences,
traditions and experiences of the Topographic Offices of Sardinian,
Neapolitan and Tuscany kingdoms. In 1865 it has been moved to
Florence, to the block (of the “SS. Annunziata” Monastery) called
“Antica Sapienza”, the current main building of the Institute; in 1872
it has been transformed, by Royal Decree, into the Military
Topographic Institute, to be renamed, in 1882, Italian Military
Geographic Institute. Since 1960, in accordance with Law nr. 68 - art.
2nd, it is a National Mapping Agency. Since October 2014 it has also
undertaken the responsibilities as well as the institutional (garrison
and territorial) functions of the suppressed Military Command of the
Army “Toscana” and its dependent Military Commands “Abruzzo”,
“Marche” and “Umbria”. Administratively and for all what is relating
to the territorial jurisdiction IMGI is under the “Military Command of
Rome”, while operationally it is directly under the Army General Staff
– 3rd Division, which issues its directives for geospatial activities
planning in tune to the many national needs, offering so a
meaningful support to the geographic activities defined within the
formal agreement among State, Regions and other public local
Entities. Within its many years of history, the Institute has always
followed with great attention the technological evolution of the geotopo-cartographic sectors, often resulting as the starter of new
productive methods and producing by its own experts and means
absolutely innovative instruments. At its top, leading IMGI, there is a
Major General, who also holds the post as Italian President of two
Boundary Commissions (Austrian and Swiss boundaries) and, last but
not least, as President of the Committee for Technical Regulations of
the Public Administration Working Group.

IMGI in particular operates for:
- assuring the geospatial support of the Italian Army Units and
Commands and the role of National Mapping Agency;
- building, updating and maintaining the national geodetic nets
and the high precision geodetic leveling lines;
- producing, updating and distributing the national territory
official cartography at medium and small scale, testing and
validating the cartography and databases of national interest
produced by other public and private entities;
- building and managing the geographic Data Bases;
- managing the periodical aero-photogrammetric national coverage;
- performing geodetic and topographic works related to the
maintenance of the national boundaries in tune with the current
international agreements;

Cartography: Topographic, Chorographic and Geographic scale
Maps - Historical maps and prints - Space Maps by data acquired
via medium and high resolution satellite sensors - Special Thematic
Maps - Digital Ortho-photos and images.
Digital Cartography Data: vector, raster and matrix.
Aerial photos: Panchromatic aerial photos - Infrared/false color
aerial-photos - Digital multispectral images.
Geodetic Elements: National Geodetic Networks trigonometric vertexes - Digital Data relating to the magnetic declination, the linear
deformation and the meridian convergence model - Geographical
and plane coordinates for the vertexes of map elements.
Miscellaneous: Historical maps and prints reproduction - Graduated
scales and graphics - Vinyl resin relief maps.
Monographs and Scientific Volumes and the periodical Magazine “L’Universo”.

The patrimony relating to all the expertise, the instruments and
documents produced since the Italian nation creation, is carefully
looked after in the Archives of our Institute, which, since it has
become the first National Mapping Agency, is also owning and
storing all those historical goods and items inherited from the
Technical Offices existing within the pre-union small States.
IMGI keeps under store and manages the cartography and the
historical geodetic data of the national and extra national territory
(former colonies of East Africa, Albania, Malta, etc..), besides images
on glass panels dated end of XIX century and the aerial-photos of the
national territory, timelessly produced since 1928 and then, starting
from 1954, by regular updating with five years deadline. This huge
patrimony of priceless historical value is constantly consulted by
public and private users.

Services on demand

Library and Instruments Museum

Maps, publications and cartographic types reproduction – Aerial
photogrammetry, infrared and multispectral - Geodetic,
topographic and photogrammetric surveys – Remote sensing
satellite imagines geometric precision correction - Map elements
digitalization - Compensative calculations - Leveling staffs and
invar tapes sampling - Cartography printing – Availability of
advertisement spaces within IMGI magazine – Cultural and
educational visits from schools, organizations and institutions Availability of rooms for conferences, meetings and events.

The library was built in 1694 as rooms once belonged to “SS.
Annunziata” Monastery, then in 1869 owned by the new Italian
State and, in the same period, put into use to the Technical
Office of the Italian Army General Staff. Within the library are
stored and conserved more than 150. 000 librarian works to
scientific prevailing interest, a collection of geo-atlases of all the
world (about 700), a newspaper library with a huge number of
specialized geo-magazines, coming from the exchange activity
made at national and foreign level; the IMGI collection of maps
mainly consists of 120.000 modern and 8.000 ancient cartographic
elements of various States. IMGI Library, since June 2006, is part of
the National Library Service and its catalogue is available through
the Florence Central National Library-node. Annexed to the Library
it is possible to admire the Instruments Museum able to house a
rich collection of over 400 instruments relating to geodesy,
astronomy, topography and physics.

- forming, updating, specializing in the specific fields of interest
the personnel of the Ministry of Defence as well as the one of
other Public Administrations;
- performing study, experimentation and research activities in
cooperation with Universities and other national and foreign
scientific Entities;
- providing technical and scientific advices in favor of Public
Administration Bodies and for any third parties’contracts for the
same PA Bodies or for private Institutions, if related to activities
of public interest and scientific importance;
- producing cartography at different scales in cooperation with
other National Mapping Agencies, Regions, scientific research
Entities and Institutions;
- coordinating activities relating to personnel recruitment, to the
forces earmarked for assignment and to the promotion and
public information within the Regions of Tuscany, Abruzzo,
Marche and Umbria.

